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ABSTRACT The ryanodine-sensitive calcium channels are pivotal to signal transduction and cell function in many cell types,
including cardiac myocytes. In this paper a kinetic model is proposed for these channels. In the model there are two Ca regulatory
sites on the channel protein, one positive and the other negative. Cytoplasmic Ca binds to these regulatory sites independently.
It is assumed that the binding of Ca to the positive site is a much faster process than binding to the negative site. At steady
state, the channel opening as a function of the Ca concentration is a bell-shaped curve. The model predicts the adaptation of
channels to constant Ca stimulus. When this model is applied to cardiac myocytes, it predicts excitability with respect to Ca
perturbations, smoothly graded responses, and Ca oscillations in certain pathological circumstances. In a spatially distributed
system, traveling Ca waves in individual myocytes exist under certain conditions. This model can also be applied to other systems
where the ryanodine-sensitive channels have been identified.
INTRODUCTION
CALCIUM DYNAMICS IN CARDIAC MUSCLES
Muscle cells use calcium (Ca) as the specific second mes-
senger for transducing an external signal into fiber contrac-
tion. The external signal is electrical depolarization of the
sarcolemmal membrane in cardiac myocytes. The depolar-
ization results in an increase in the cytoplasmic Ca, which
then causes the muscle fibers to contract. This process is
usually called excitation-contraction coupling, or simply E-C
coupling (Bers, 1991). The depolarization of the sarcolem-
mal membrane triggers a Ca influx from the extracellular
medium by opening voltage-sensitive Ca channels and re-
versing the conducting direction of the Na/Ca exchangers in
the membrane. This initial Ca influx from the extracellular
medium binds with receptors that are part of the ryanodine-
sensitive Ca channels (RyR) embedded in the membrane of
the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). Upon binding of Ca the
channel opens, and Ca stored in the SR diffuses through the
channel into the cytosol. This larger secondary Ca release into
the cytoplasm, together with the initial Ca influx, causes a large
increase in the cytosolic Ca concentration. The cytosolic Ca
binds with troponin C to initiate muscle contraction.
Superthreshold electrical excitation of the surface mem-
brane leads to an action potential that propagates as a wave
of depolarization along the surface and along the transverse
tubules on a very fast time scale. The membrane depolar-
ization lasts about 250 ms (Katz, 1992), and a typical speed
of the depolarization wave is 0.3-1.0 m * s-' in ventricular
myocardium and even faster in Purkinje fibers. Given a
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length of 100 ,um for a typical myocardium, the electrical
wave depolarizes the entire membrane within about -0.1 ms.
On the other hand, the increase of Ca in the cytosol is on the
time scale of several hundred ms. Hence, the spread of the
depolarization wave across the membrane can be considered
instantaneous in the study of intracellular Ca dynamics under
normal circumstances.
In this paper we will concentrate on modeling of the Ca
dynamics in myocytes; the electrical aspects will be ignored.
The membrane depolarization will simply be modeled by a
stepwise Ca entry current. A schematic diagram of the com-
ponents involved in the model is shown in Fig. 1. In the
sarcolemma there are Ca channels that are responsible for Ca
entry into the cytosol upon depolarization. The Ca-ATPase
and Na/Ca exchanger are primarily responsible for pumping
Ca out of the cytoplasm against the Ca electrochemical gra-
dient across the membrane. In this model, the effect of Ca-
ATPase and the Na/Ca exchanger is combined into a single
Ca pump, since Na is not a component of the model. The
primary intracellular Ca store is the SR. Ca enters the cytosol
from the SR via RyR and is pumped back into the SR by a
Ca pump located on the SR membrane. In addition, there is
leakage of Ca both from the extracellular medium and from
the SR into the cytosol. Although the scheme depicted in Fig.
1 is a drastic simplification of Ca regulation in myocytes, it
will be shown that such a simple scheme can explain the
essential phenomena observed in myocytes.
Regulation of the RyR on SR membrane
The essential component of Ca dynamics in the model is the
kinetics ofRyR in the SR membrane. The purified RyR exists
as a tetramer of four identical subunits, resembling a four-
leaf clover in appearance. It has four distinct conducting lev-
els, and each level is probably regulated by a single subunit
of the complex. Each subunit can conduct at the -30 pS level
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FIGURE 1 A schematic diagram of Ca regulation in cardiac myocytes,
modified from Bers (1991). In the sarcolemma there are voltage-sensitive
Ca channels, Ca-ATPase, and the Na/Ca exchanger. On the SR membrane
there are the RyR and Ca pump. Ca can also enter the cytosol through
leakage from the SR and the extracellular medium.
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(Liu et al., 1989). The most probable conducting state is
one of 100 ± 10 pS unitary Ca conductance, indicating
that there is cooperativity among the regulation of the
subunits (Liu et al., 1989; Lai et al., 1989; Saito et al.,
1988).
Fabiato (1985) performed extensive studies on the
characteristics of Ca-induced Ca release (CICR) in
mechanically-skinned single cardiac myocytes. He dem-
onstrated that Ca release is triggered by a rapid increase
of Ca at the outer surface of the SR of a previously qui-
escent cell under physiological conditions. Increasing the
stimulatory Ca trigger increased the Ca released up to a
maximal level. A higher stimulatory Ca is called super-
optimum, and such stimuli actually inhibit CICR. The
relationship between the triggering Ca and the amplitude
of tension transient of the muscle fiber induced by the
released Ca is shown in Fig. 2. Partial inactivation of Ca
release by stimulatory Ca is also observed for low-level
stimuli. The opening of the channels depends not only on
the concentration of stimulatory Ca but also on how it is
applied. The faster a certain amount of Ca is applied, the
tighter the muscle contracts (Fig. 2). The channel dy-
namics of activation and inactivation in response to Ca
stimuli appears to be both time and Ca dependent. The
same type of channel behavior has been confirmed by
using either SR heavy vesicles or by using reconstituted
channels in lipid bilayers. The measurements made at the
individual channel level also point to such channel dy-
namics (Meissner et al., 1991; Gyorke and Fill, 1993).
The time-dependent aspect of channel dynamics stems
from the fact that they adapt to Ca stimuli (Gyorke and
Fill, 1993). Gyorke and Fill performed their experiments
on RyR embedded in a lipid bilayer (see Fig. 3). The
stimulus to the channels is obtained through photolysis of
caged Ca. By averaging the channel dynamics of several
dozen individual channels, they found that RyRs adapted
FIGURE 2 The relationship between the bulk solution pCa at the peak of
free Ca used as a trigger, and the amplitude of the tension transient at various
durations (At) taken for the increase of Ca in the solution bathing the skinned
cell. From Fabiato (1985) with permission.
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FIGURE 3 Adaptation experiments on channel opening in response to
photolysis of caged Ca. (A) The averaged channel opening of 64
individual channels in response to Ca stimuli of 0.1 ,LM, 0.5 AM, and
1.0 ,uM. (B) Dependence of channel opening on [Ca] at the peak (0)
and steady state response (0). From Gyorke and Fill (1993) with
permission.
to a maintained Ca stimulus while retaining their ability
to respond to a second Ca stimulus. One interesting aspect
of this adaptation is that it is not a complete adaptation,
as in Dictyostelium discoideum (Tang and Othmer, 1994).
As the concentration of Ca applied approaches the ,uM
range, the unadapted fraction of open channels becomes
quite significant (Fig. 3). This experiment is a confir-
mation of Fabiato's (1985) work on the skinned cardiac
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myocytes discussed earlier. The unadapted portion in the
paper by Gyorke et al. coincides with a point on the bell-
shaped curve for the steady-state channel opening in Fa-
biato's paper. As one can see, the steady-state channel
opening is quite substantial in the optimal range of stimuli
(Fabiato, 1985).
A biochemical model for the channel dynamics proposed
by Fabiato (1992) is shown in Fig. 4. In the model there are
two regulatory Ca binding sites on the cytoplasmic side of
the channel. One is positively regulatory and the other nega-
tively regulatory. Ca binding to the positive site is fast but
has a low affinity, whereas binding of Ca to the negative site
is slower, but has a higher affinity. The channel can exist in
four states: the bare receptor (activatable), the receptor with
Ca in only the positive site (open), the receptor with Ca in
both positive and negative sites (closed), and the receptor
with Ca on the negative site only. The last state represents
a refractory state in which the channel is not responsive to
stimuli.
Fabiato's (1992) model was proposed before the work of
Gyorke and Fill (1993), and it predicts channel adaptation in
response to step changes in Ca. The initial response to a Ca
stimulus is the binding of Ca to the positive site and opening
of the channel. Subsequently Ca will bind to the negative site,
and this step has higher affinity than the previous one. The
majority of channels opened will be closed after an initial
period due to this high-affinity Ca binding at the negative
site. Hence some channels that are opened by the initial
stimulus will be closed by the same stimulus after a delay.
This process gives rise to channel adaptation in the presence
of constant Ca stimuli.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CICR
In this section we propose a model based on independent Ca
binding to the two regulatory sites on the ryanodine receptor.
The state transition diagram is as follows.
Ca2+
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2+n Ca2+ 0* Ca2+n
A I Ca2 n Ca2+ Id*
nCa2+ nCa21 nCa2+
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FIGURE 4 The model of RyR channel kinetics proposed in Fabiato
(1992). The activating Ca binding site is represented by *, the inactivating
site by 0. 0 = open, C = closed, R = refractory, and A = activatable. The
letter n before Ca or in subscript after Ca corresponds to the cooperative
binding of several Ca ions.
ential equations for the channel kinetics:
dxl 3
d1- L-1X2 + 1-2(1 - TX) - (1l + 12)X1X4dt
dx_
dt - _-L1X2 + 1-2X3 + (11x, - 12x2)x4 (2)
dt -2 + -1)X3 + (12x2 + 1l (1-
The other components of the Ca dynamics are depicted in
Fig. 1. An approach similar to that used in Othmer and Tang
(1993) and Tang (1994) will be used to model these com-
ponents. The flux due to the ATP-dependent pump that
pumps cytosolic Ca back into the SR is given by
X2J
-
Pi 4
p,SR x2 + p 2
ll
R ± RC+
1-i
12 IT l-2 12 IT I,2(
11
RC-~ RC+C-
Here R stands for the bare ryanodine receptor, C denotes
cytosolic Ca, and C+ (C-) denotes the Ca bound to the posi-
tive (negative) regulatory site. Thus, RC+ is the open state,
and RC+C- is the closed state. The binding is independent
in the sense that Ca binds to the positive or to the negative
site with the same kinetic constants, irrespective of the state
of the channel.
We first introduce the dimensionless variables xl =
[R]/[RIT, X2 = [RC+]/[R]T, and x3 = [RCC]/[R]T' where[RIT denotes the total concentration of ryanodine recep-
tors. From the conservation condition for receptors we have
[RCj]/[R]T = 1 - i31xi. Let x4 = [Ca]i denote the Ca
concentration in the cytoplasm. Then there are three differ-
(3)
Similarly, the pump on the sarcolemmal membrane that
pumps cytosolic Ca into the extracellular medium produces
the flux
ql2>=_ q1x4
pm x2+ q2 (
In cardiac myocytes, voltage-dependent Ca channels in the
sarcolemma are opened briefly after the onset of depolar-
ization, and the resulting Ca influx is the primary trigger for
further Ca release from internal stores. We model this influx
by the term
J(t) = (H(ton)- H(t - toff)) * Ao (5)
where ton and toff are the on and off time of membrane de-
polarization, H(t) is the unit step function, and AO is the
amplitude of Ca influx in [to., t0ff]. The open time t0ff -to
for the sarcolemmal Ca channels will be taken as 250 ms in
the following studies, while AO will be a variable parameter.
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Since we have an external flux into the system, the total
amount of Ca within the cytosol-SR complex is not con-
served. An additional variable, x5 = [CaIER, has to be in-
troduced to represent Ca concentration inside the SR. The Ca
flux from the SR to the cytoplasm is proportional to the
concentration of channels that are in the open state. The driv-
ing force for the flux is the Ca concentration gradient across
the SR membrane. The channel-mediated Ca release is
(6)ich = ch * X2(X- X4)
There are also leaks of Ca from the extracellular medium and
the SR into the cytosol. Since we do not consider the elec-
trical aspects in this study, the leakage rate of Ca across these
membranes is assumed simply to be proportional to the con-
centration differences between the different compartments,
i.e.,
J1,SR _(X5 -X4) Jl,m = g2(CO - X4). (7)
Here CO stands for the extracellular Ca concentration,
which is assumed to be a constant, and g, and g2 are the
leakage coefficients.
The additional equations for Ca dynamics in cardiac myo-
cytes are
2
dX4
=Vr * g1(X5 -X4) + 92(CO X4) v>2 2t4
dvr (ch*x 2( - 4)2 + +2At)/ ~~~~~4 2
dX5 p1X2- ch * X2(X5- x4)
dt 9g(x5-X4) + X2 +A
where vr is the ratio of the SR volume to cytoplasmic volume,
and J(t) is specified influx. Table 1 contains the definition
of parameters and the values used in this model.
ANALYSIS OF CHANNEL DYNAMICS
To study the RyR dynamics we must single out their effect
from others, such as the effect of Ca pumps and the leakage
in the SR and the sarcolemmal membrane. Experimentally
this is difficult, since it involves isolating RyRs from myo-
TABLE 1 Parameter definitions and values
Param-
Location eter Value used Definition
RyR channel 11 15 s 1 1M binding rate
1_1 7.6 s-1 dissociation rate
12 0.8 jiM-1 s-1 binding rate
l-2 0.84 s-1 dissociation rate
ch 80.0 s-1 conductance
SR pump P1 1.038 X 103 ,uM s-1 maximal rate
P2 0.12 ,uM threshold concentration
Sarcolemma q1 19.0 JiM s 1 maximal rate
pump q2 0.06 ,uM threshold concentration
Additional C0 1.5 mM extracellular Ca concentration
parameters Vr 0.185 volume ratio
g1 0.4 s-1 leakage coefficient
g2 1.063 x 10-2 S-1 leakage coefficient
cytes and inserting them into lipid bilayers. However, it is
easily done in the model: we only have to study Eq. 2 with
X4 as an externally given parameter.
Analysis of the steady state
In Eq. 2, the channel dynamics involves three equations. By
setting the time derivatives equal to 0 we obtain
3
1-1X2 + 1-2(1 - X)- (11 + 12)xlx4 = 0
i=l
I-lX2 + 1-2X3 + (11X1 - 12X2)X4 = 0
(1 2 + 11)X3 + (12x2 + 1 (1 - EX) )X4 = 0.
(9)
Since x4 is fixed in these equations they can be solved
uniquely for the fractions in the various states, and we find
that the steady-state relationship between the fraction of open
channels and stimulus Ca concentration is given by
L2x4
X2(X4)
-L1L2 + (L1 + L2)x4 + X2
where L1 and L2 are the dissociation constants, defined as
= (1 1/l), L2 = (1-2/12). x2 is clearly a concave function
of x4 with a single maximum, and x2(O) = limX4x x2(x4) =
0. The maximum is reached at x4 = LlL2and the maxi-
mum proportion of open channels in the steady state is x2=
L2/(L1 + L2 + 2 L1L2).
If we graph the fraction of channels open versus the loga-
rithmic concentration of Ca, then we obtain the characteristic
bell-shaped curve (Fig. 5). At low concentrations of cytosol
Ca the steady-state fraction of channels open is low. As the
Ca concentration increases the fraction of open channels
reaches a maximum value, and for the parameter values in
Table 1 this is around [Ca]i = 1 ,uM, which is close to the
value reported in Fabiato (1985) (Fig. 2). If the Ca concen-
tration is increased beyond this value the fraction of open
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FIGURE 5 The fraction of channels open as a function of the Ca stimulus.
The horizontal line represents the concentration of Ca in the cytosol. The
vertical axis represents the proportion of channels in the open state at steady
state.
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channels decreases. The channels will be essentially com-
pletely closed at steady state when [Ca]i is in the mM range.
Adaptation of Ca channels in response to
Ca stimuli
To simulate the adaptation experiment in Gyorke and
Fill (1993) we will treat x4 (the Ca concentration) as a pa-
rameter in Eq. 2. A step change in x4 is applied to the system
at t = 0, and the fraction of open channels computed as a
function of time. The numerical output is shown in Fig. 6,
where it is seen that adaptation of channel opening follows
a step increase in Ca concentration. These results agree with
the experimental results shown in Fig. 3.
The numerical simulations show that the adaptation is not
complete. The unadapted portion at a given stimulus corre-
sponds to the portion of channels open at steady state, which
can be found by referring to the steady-state response curve
in Fig. 5. For stimuli less than 1 ,uM the unadapted fraction
increases with increasing stimuli, but it decreases for stimuli
greater than -1 ,uM. Fig. 7 shows this fact and illustrates
another prediction of the model: the rate of relaxation to the
steady state increases as the stimulus increases. This can be
understood from Eq. 2 when x4 is held constant. This pre-
diction is inconsistent with the claim made in Gyorke and Fill
(1993), which states that the decay rate is independent of
stimulus concentration. However, the range of Ca concen-
trations used in the experiment is very narrow. Should
Gyorke and Fill perform the experiment with a much higher
Ca concentration, they might be able to observe the increase
in the relaxation rate predicted here.
LOCAL DYNAMICS OF THE
INDEPENDENT-BINDING MODEL
Excitability and graded response
Cardiac myocytes have been regarded as a classical example
of an excitable medium. Depolarization of the membrane
opens the Ca channels and activates the Na/Ca exchanger in
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FIGURE 7 Adaptation of the channels at high Ca stimuli. Ca is raised
from 0 to 10.0 ,uM at t = 0 and held constant thereafter.
the sarcolemmal membrane. This induces an influx of Ca,
which leads to contraction. However, the response is not
all-or-none: one of the characteristics of this system is that
the responses to nonsaturating stimulatory signals are graded
(Stem, 1992). That is, the magnitude of the contraction is
proportional to the magnitude of Ca entry from the extra-
cellular medium after membrane depolarization (New and
Trautwein, 1972). This observation is confirmed by mea-
suring cytoplasmic Ca directly (Beuckelmann and Wier,
1988; Talo et al., 1990; Cleemann and Morad, 1990). It is
now commonly believed that the amount of Ca released from
the SR is proportional to the triggering Ca from the extra-
cellular medium. There is also a threshold effect in E-C cou-
pling, i.e., if the stimulus signal is smaller than a certain
value, the signal cannot be amplified significantly.
As the following shows, the model displays these char-
acteristics as well. If the stimulus AO in Eq. 5 is small, the
response is small. When AO exceeds a threshold value the
response becomes quite significant. Fig. 8 shows both a sub-
threshold response and a superthreshold response predicted
by the model. The threshold value for significant amplifi-
cation of the input signal is around 3.75 ,uM/s with toff -ton
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FIGURE 6 Numerical simulations of adaptation of channels to main-
tained stimuli. Ca is raised from 0 to 0.5 ,iM (----) or 1.0 ,uM ( ) at t
= 0 and held constant thereafter. Shown here are the time courses for the
proportion of channels open in response to the step change in Ca.
FIGURE 8 Excitability to Ca stimuli in the model. The stimuli are Ca
influxes with amplitude 2.0 ,zM/s and 4.0 ,uM/s, respectively, for 250 ms.
The response to 2.0 ,uM/s is subthreshold (dashed line), whereas to the
stimulus of 4.0 ,uM/s is superthreshold. In the second case the contribution
of the stimulus to the total increase in cytoplasmic Ca is insignificant.
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= 250 ms. This threshold will decrease if the membrane is
depolarized longer than 250- ms and increase if the depo-
larization is shorter, as would be expected from a threshold-
duration relationship for an excitable medium.
Graded responses to graded stimuli are characterized more
precisely as follows. When the membrane is depolarized to
a fixed negative potential the cytoplasmic Ca increases, and
for small depolarizations the steady-state level increases with
the degree of depolarization. As the depolarization ap-
proaches the equilibrium potential of Ca the Ca current de-
creases, giving a typical bell-shaped curve for the relation-
ship between membrane potential and maximal cytoplasmic
Ca. In our model, numerical simulations reveal such graded
responses over a wide range of inputs (cf. Fig. 9a). As the
stimulus pulse increases in magnitude from 3.8 to 8.0 ,uM/s
the peak value of cytoplasmic Ca increases from 2.5 to 4.0
,uM. The graded response of cytoplasmic Ca to different
stimuli can also be seen in the case of subthreshold responses,
although to smaller amplitudes compared with responses in
the case of superthreshold stimuli. In Fig. 9b a group of such
responses is shown. In this figure one can see the initial Ca
increase due to the Ca influx, but when the stimulus is with-
drawn cytoplasmic Ca drops slightly, and then continues to
increase.
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FIGURE 9 Graded cytoplasmic Ca responses to pulse Ca stimuli. The
stimuli are constant Ca influxes for fixed time period and magnitude.
Both the superthreshold response and subthreshold response show a
graded response to stimuli of different magnitudes. In (a) the magni-
tudes are 4.0 ,uM/s, 5.0 ,uM/s, 6.0 ,uM/s, and 8.0 ,uM/s for 0 < t < 250
ms. In (b) the magnitudes are 1.0 ,LM/s, 2.0 AM/s, 3.0 ,uM/s, and 3.7
,.&M/s for 0 < t < 250 ms.
Another interesting aspect of the responses shown in Fig.
9a is the latency period between the onset of the stimulus and
the occurrence of large excursions in the superthreshold re-
sponses. When the flux is 4.0 ,M/s the large excursion of
cytoplasmic Ca occurs -400 ms after the onset of the stimu-
lus. As the amplitude of the stimulus increases, the latency
period gradually decreases to -100 ms at the highest stimu-
lus level (AO = 8.0 kM/s). These data correspond well with
the experimentally observed results. In Talo et al. (1990) it
is reported that the delay between the depolarization and the
beginning of contraction ranges from 50 to 400 ms. When the
membrane is depolarized to -40 mV the time delay is 300
ms, while this delay is reduced to -50 ms when the mem-
brane is depolarized to 0 mV.
A more direct test of the latency period can be designed
as follows. In cardiac cells the major contribution to the ini-
tial Ca influx is from the voltage-sensitive Ca channel (the
L-type Ca channels) (Bers, 1991). In the normal process of
excitation the Ca current from this channel is sufficient to
cause a rapid increase in cytoplasmic Ca, and there is no
significant latency period. However, if we apply a drug to
selectively block the L-type Ca channel (such as verapamil
or nifedipine (Rousseau and Meissner, 1989)), then the
amount of initial Ca entry from these channels decreases and
the latency period before the onset of the intracellular Ca
peak will gradually increase. Our prediction is that the cy-
toplasmic Ca profile should follow that of Fig. 9a as the drug
concentration is increased. In very high concentrations of the
drug no Ca increase will be measured, because the initial
entry of Ca cannot reach the threshold value.
The model predicts another type of interesting dynamical
behavior in response to very large Ca stimuli. If the stimu-
lation level exceeds 9 ,M/s two peaks of cytoplasmic Ca
appear in response to the stimulus. This second peak has the
same profile as the first peak, except that the peak Ca con-
centration is smaller. As the stimulus increases further more
peaks may appear. Fig. 10 shows two cases of such responses
for stimuli of 10.0 and 20.0 ,uM/s, respectively. Similar re-
sponse profiles can be obtained by prolonging the pulse du-
ration without increasing the pulse magnitude. These simu-
lations can be tested by experiments using very high
extracellular Ca concentration. Under this condition, a large
pulse of Ca will enter the cell at depolarization. Similar be-
havior has been predicted for Ca dynamics controlled by
InsP3-sensitive channels (Othmer and Tang, 1993).
If the cytoplasmic Ca level is raised sufficiently by an
initial injection of Ca the system shows damped oscillations.
In this case the Ca cannot be pumped out of the cell rapidly
enough by the membrane Ca pumps and the Na/Ca ex-
changer. The lowest level of cytoplasmic Ca after the first
peak is raised, which brings the system into oscillatory mode.
When the dynamics are tuned properly this can occur for
several cycles. However, the oscillation disappears after the
excess Ca is pumped out of the cell. The steady state of
the system is independent of the initial stimulus, and thus the
system eventually returns to its prestimulus steady state. Al-
though we do not know of examples in which this behavior
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FIGURE 10 Ca dynamics in overstimulated cases. When the influx ex-
ceeds 9.0 g/s for 250 ms duration a secondary response or a sequence of
Ca bursts results. (a) J(t) = 10.0 ,uM/s, 2.0 s < t < 2.25 s; (b) J(t)n, = 20.0
,uM/s, 2.0 s < t < 2.5 s.
has been observed in experiments, the phenomenon of trig-
gered depolarization provides indirect support for this type
of behavior.
Triggered depolarization, or afterpolarization, involves
several delayed depolarizations that occur after the cell has
repolarized (Katz, 1992). It has been suggested that the af-
terpolarization in cardiac cells is due to Ca oscillations within
the cell after a depolarization, since it usually occurs in a
Ca-overloaded heart. We can understand the afterpolariza-
tion in several ways. For example, elevated Ca in the blood
or a prolonged membrane depolarization leads to a large
influx of Ca into the cell. As we argued above, it can happen
that such large dosages of Ca cannot be cleared out suffi-
ciently rapidly, and a Ca oscillation is induced. This Ca os-
cillation can give rise to partial membrane depolarization,
since Ca release from the SR alters the membrane per-
meability to electrolytes and the electrical balance in the
cell. Other pathologies that cause the temporal accumu-
lation of extra Ca in cytosol-SR system can also give rise
to afterpolarizations.
Oscillations
Cardiac cells can also become self-oscillatory under various
conditions (Wier and Blatter, 1991; Kort and Lakatta, 1984;
C
0
-0-
0)cx
C)
0
c0
0
Kort et al., 1985). One way to induce oscillations is to in-
crease the conductance for the leakage from the extracellular
medium into the cytoplasm, which can result, e.g., from
physical damage to the sarcolemmal membrane. When this
occurs cytoplasmic Ca concentration can show sustained os-
cillations in the normal range of extracellular Ca. The os-
cillatory cells respond to a further increase in extracellular Ca
with an increased frequency of oscillation (Glisch and Pott,
1975; Fabiato, 1983; Fabiato, 1983; Capogrossi and Lakatta,
1985), i.e., they show a form of frequency encoding. As the
leakage rate of extracellular Ca increases in our model, the
cell becomes self-oscillatory without any other changes, just
as in the experiments. An example of the oscillation is shown
in Fig. 11. Contrary to the common belief that this oscillation
is induced by spontaneous release of Ca due to overload of
the SR (Fabiato, 1985; Wier and Blatter, 1991), the oscil-
lation in the model is triggered by the increase in the steady-
state Ca concentration in the cytosol that results from the
increased leakage. Numerical simulation also shows an in-
crease in the oscillation frequency and amplitude as the ex-
tracellular Ca concentration increases (Fig. 12).
The simulations show that cells are very sensitive to in-
creases in the coefficient for the sarcolemmal leakage.
Oscillations ensue at g2 = 1.09 X 10-2, and as the leakage
coefficient increases further, both the oscillation frequency
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FIGURE 11 Cardiac cells become self-oscillatory as either the leakage
coefficient g2 or the extracellular Ca concentration increases sufficiently. (a)
Cytoplasm. (b) Sarcoplasmic reticulum. In the numerical simulation shown
here g2 is increased from 1.063 x 10-2 to 1.093 X 10-2.
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FIGURE 12 The oscillation frequency increases as the extracellular Ca
concentration increases. (a) Cytoplasm Ca. (b) Channel open. The leakage
coefficient is the same as in Fig. 11, but the extracellular Ca concentration
is increased from 1.5 to 1.6 mM. The period in Fig. 11 is 2.0 s and the period
here is 1.5 s.
and amplitude increase (similar to the effect of increasing
extracellular Ca shown in Fig. 12). If g2 increases beyond
1.25 X 10-2 the oscillation disappears and the system re-
mains at a high value of the steady-state cytoplasmic Ca
(result not shown). If the leakage rate increases enough to
exceed the pump capacities (g2 > 1.3 X 10-2) there is no
steady state; Ca simply increases. Increasing the extracellular
Ca to very high levels has a similar effect on oscillations in
cells. Namely, the system passes through an oscillatory re-
gime in which the oscillation frequency increases, but even-
tually the oscillations are replaced by a high level of steady-
state cytoplasmic Ca. At sufficiently high extracellular Ca
the cell cannot control the cytoplasmic Ca (Stern et al., 1988).
The reason for this similarity between an increase in the
leakage coefficient and the extracellular Ca is easy to un-
derstand mathematically, since the leakage rate is determined
by g2(CO- X4).
Other changes in the parameter values can also result in
oscillations. For example, Ca oscillations can occur when the
ATP concentration is low. We model this condition by a
decrease in the maximal pumping rate for the pump in the
sarcolemmal membrane. This decrease in the maximal rate
(q1) results in Ca accumulation in the cytosol, which brings
the system into the oscillatory mode (Fig. 13). Such oscil-
lations have been observed experimentally in certain cells
under conditions of energy depletion (Orchard et al., 1983).
In coupled arrays of cells a secondary electrical signal due
to the Ca oscillation in one cell may cause the depolarization
of neighboring cells and hence start a local oscillation (an
ectopic focus), which interferes with the normal functioning
of the cell population.
Experimentally, addition of caffeine can also cause a qui-
escent cell to oscillate or it can increase the oscillation fre-
quency of oscillatory cells (Capogrossi et al., 1984). We
model this effect by an increase in the Ca channel conduc-
tance (ch), as is suggested in Meissner and El-Hashem
(1992). This increase in ch can either bring a quiescent cell
into the oscillatory range or increase the frequency of the
oscillation in an oscillatory cell. The reason for this re-
sponse is clear: increasing ch causes an increase in cy-
tosolic Ca, as in the case of an increase of the leakage rate,
and the oscillations are very similar in the two cases (cf.
Figs. 11 and 12).
TRAVELING CA WAVES IN CARDIAC CELLS
Traveling waves in a single cardiac cell were first observed
as waves of contraction (Kort et al., 1985). As the techniques
for monitoring Ca in a cell by fluorescent microscopy de-
veloped, traveling Ca waves in single cardiac cells could also
be observed (Takamatsu and Wier, 1990; Williams et al.,
1992). A traveling Ca wave usually starts from one end of
the cell and travels the entire length of the cell. When two
independent waves are initiated from separate ends, the
waves meet and annihilate in the interior. Other types of
wave phenomena have also been observed, such as a wave
train starting from one end or a wave initiating from a central
point in the cell and radiating outward as a target pattern
(Williams et al., 1992).
Traveling Ca waves can be initiated where local damage
to the sarcolemmal membrane causes a local increase in the
Ca flux. However, waves are usually initiated from the ends
of a cell, and there are several reasons for this: 1) the damage
to the sarcolemmal membrane usually occurs there; 2) the
channel density is usually higher at the ends of the SR close
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FIGURE 13 Oscillations due to a decrease in q,, which is decreased from
19 to 18 ,uM/s.
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to the membrane; and 3) the end points have a high surface-
to-volume ratio, giving rise to locally higher Ca entry even
without membrane damage. These factors contribute to the
hypersensitivity to Ca perturbations at the ends. Once such
a perturbation exceeds the threshold for initiation of the posi-
tive feedback mechanism that underlies CICR, a local burst
of Ca occurs. Such a burst diffuses and causes the neigh-
boring channels to open, and in this way a traveling wave is
initiated. However, Ca waves do not only initiate from the
ends (Williams et al., 1992); any factor that can cause a local
increase of Ca to the threshold value can initiate a Ca wave.
In the following model we will assume that the distribu-
tions of Ca channels and pumps are spatially uniform. This
assumption makes the ends of the cell equally sensitive to a
Ca stimulus as any other part of the cell. In reality the SR Ca
stores are composed of small individual subunits that are
separate from each other (Oldershaw et al., 1991), but in the
continuum description adopted here we treat them as uni-
formly distributed in space. In essence, our model is a two-
phase continuum description. The dynamics of the channels
and the SR calcium are unchanged, and the governing equa-
tion for cytosolic Ca is
axd a2+qa2 2
at =CAaZ2 9V1(X5-X4)+92(CO-X4)x2 +q2
/vr(ch* x2(xs-X4 )-,r 2
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Here DCA is the diffusion coefficient of Ca, which we set at
5.0 X 10-4 mm2/s. z denotes the unscaled position along the
cell (0 < z < 1) where 1 is the cell length. To initiate a traveling
wave, a local superthreshold source of Ca flux is applied to
the cytoplasm for a short period. The imposed influx term,
which is also a function of time, is denoted J(z, t). The am-
plitude of influx actually must be slightly higher than the
threshold for the local dynamics to initiate a traveling wave,
since the Ca diffusion can reduce the effective stimulus at the
location. The Neumann boundary condition simply means no
Ca can diffuse across the ends of the cell.
A traveling wave obtained from numerical simulation is
shown in Fig. 14. The time profile of the wave is shown at
z, = 10 ,um, Z2 = 50 ,um, Z3 = 75 ,um, and Z4 = 100 ,um.
At z = 10 ,um, where the stimulus is imposed, there is a
200-ms latent period before a large burst of Ca appears,
which then begins to travel. At z = 10 ,um, Ca reaches a
maximum concentration of 2.5 ,uM. As it travels along the
cell the peak Ca level decreases slightly and stabilizes at
about 2.0 ,uM for z = Z2 and z = Z3. At the right boundary
point (z = 100 ,um) Ca reaches a maximum value of about
3.7 ,.uM. The Ca at the right end exceeds the maximum levels
in the interior because there is reflection of the Ca wave at
the boundary.
The wave speed is about 81 p.m/s in Fig. 14, which is much
faster than was found in a model for calcium dynamics con-
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FIGURE 14 A one-dimensional traveling wave viewed at different lo-
cations within a cell. The wave is initiated at the left end of the cell and
travels toward the right. J(z, t) = 8.0 ,LM/s for 0 < t < 0.25 s, and 0 < z <
10 p,m and J(z, t) = 0 elsewhere. The length of the interval is 100 Jim.
(a) z1 = 10 p.m; (b) Z2 = 50 p.m; (c) z1 = 75 ,um; (d) z2 = 100 ,um.
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trolled by IP3-sensitive channels (Othmer and Tang, 1993).
The increase in speed is not due to differences in the diffusion
coefficient, but rather to the channel dynamics, which pro-
duces a sharper traveling front in the present case. The wave
speed increases if we increase the extracellular Ca concen-
tration or increase the leakage rate g2. Typical speeds for
experimentally observed cardiac Ca waves are -100 gum/s
at 21°C (Wier and Blatter, 1991). For other experiments
speeds in the range of 50-150 ,um/s have been reported
(Williams et al., 1992).
Fig. 15 shows experimental results on how two waves
initiated from the ends of the cell propagate and annihilate
where they meet. Fig. 16 is a numerical simulation of the
corresponding process. The numerical images in this case are
generated by fixing the time and plotting the Ca profile at that
time. The wave traveling to the right is started by a flux of
magnitudeA0 = 8 ,uM/s, and the one traveling to the left by a
flux with AO = 6 ,uM/s. Although the stimuli are imposed
at the same time, the wave traveling to the right starts to
propagate sooner than the wave traveling to the left (t =
0.5 s). The delay in the initiation of the latter is due to the
longer latent period associated with the smaller influx of Ca.
At time t = 1.0 s the two waves have settled down to a fixed
amplitude of about 2.0 ,uM, although the initial height of Ca
is different. The two wave fronts meet and annihilate at about
76 ,um. Annihilation of the waves occurs because there is a
refractory period before the medium becomes excitable
again. A high Ca level is reached at the moment of collision
of the two waves (t = 1.25 s), as is seen in the experiments.
After collision, both waves disappear (t = 1.5 s).
Traveling waves can also be initiated at other locations in
the cell. In Fig. 17 a traveling wave is started from the center
of the domain. This wave can be initiated by short-term dam-
age to the membrane at this location, which leads to a larger
influx of Ca at this point as compared with other points. If
the local damage is not instantaneous, but long lasting, then
a constant elevation of the Ca influx results. This elevated
influx can induce a sequence of traveling waves, which
propagate in both directions in the numerical simulation (re-
sult not shown).
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FIGURE 15 An experimental result that shows interacting waves. The
cell length is 143 ,um. Taken from Williams et al. (1992) with permission.
FIGURE 16 The spatial profile of Ca in interacting waves computed in
a numerical simulation. The cell length is 143 gm as in Fig. 15. The Ca
concentration is shown here at fixed times. In case an x-profile is drawn at
two different times, the later one is depicted by a dashed line and the earlier
one by a solid line. (a) t1 = 0.25 s and t2 = 0.5 s; (b) t3 = 0.75 s;
(c) t4 = 1.0 S; (d) t5 = 1.25 s and t6 = 1.50 s.
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FIGURE 17 A space-time plot of a traveling wave initiated from the
center. The wave is initiated by a Ca in flux of magnitude 8 ,M/s for
250 ms < t < 500 ms. The cell length is 100 gm.
DISCUSSION
Summary
We have developed a model for the ryanodine-sensitive Ca
channels in this paper. The model is based on the assump-
tions that there are two regulatory Ca binding sites on the
channel complex, one positive and the other negative, and
that the binding of Ca to the two sites is independent. The
model exhibits both the static and dynamic behavior seen in
experiments. This includes the bell-shaped fraction of chan-
nels open as a function of pCa at steady state and adaptation
in time to step increases in Ca stimulus. The channel model
is then incorporated in a model for Ca dynamics in cardiac
myocytes. The Ca conductance from the SR to the cytoplasm
is assumed to be a linear function of the fraction of open
channels. The other components of the model include Ca
leakage terms across the SR membrane and sarcolemmal
membrane. There are also Ca pumps in the SR membrane and
in the sarcolemmal membrane. The Ca entry from the ex-
tracellular medium after depolarization is modeled by a
square pulse of 250 ms duration and varying amplitude.
The model can reproduce the observed phenomena for
whole-cell preparations, including excitability and smoothly
graded responses to stimuli at both super- and subthreshold
values. Under various pathological conditions, such as a
leaky membrane, addition of caffeine, or low cytoplasmic
ATP concentration, the system becomes oscillatory. The os-
cillatory cells respond to an increase in the extracellular Ca
concentration by increasing the oscillation frequency and
amplitude.
When a spatially distributed version of the model is stud-
ied in one space dimension, it predicts traveling Ca waves
that can be initiated by a pulse application of Ca at fixed
locations. Once initiated, they travel with a speed of about
80 ,um/s and a maximum Ca concentration of -2 ,uM, which
are in the experimental range. The wave speed and the maxi-
mal amplitude can be modified by changing the extracellular
Ca concentration or the leakage rate, but not by changing the
initiating stimulus. When Ca waves are initiated from both
ends of a cell they annihilate when they meet. When there
is a continuous Ca influx at one point, trains of Ca waves are
initiated from this point. Extension of this model to two space
dimensions will produce target patterns or spiral waves de-
pending on the specific geometry of the given cell and the
initial stimulus (Lipp and Niggli, 1993).
Other possible models for the channel kinetics
In reality the binding of regulatory factors may be not com-
pletely independent, as is proposed in this model. Instead, the
binding and unbinding of cytosolic Ca to the regulatory sites
on the channel can be state dependent. To account for such
state-dependent binding and unbinding of regulatory factors,
a new scheme has to be introduced, as shown in Eq. 11. This
scheme is similar to that for the independent model, but more
kinetic constants are involved.
ll
R RC+
-i
i44IT4I 2, 1 -I2
13
RC- a RC+C-
1-3
(11)
The independent-binding model can be viewed as a special
case of this model in which 13 = 11, 14 = 12, 1-3 = 1-L, and
1_4 = 1.2 However, since there are more independent pa-
rameters involved here, this new scheme has more degrees
of freedom to accommodate various experimental results,
provided the parameters can be estimated.
An even simpler model than is used here results by choos-
ing 13 = 1_3 = 14 = 1_4 = 0. In this case the kinetic scheme
is
ll
R+C ;i RC+
-i
12
RC+ + C ¢ RC+C-
1-2
(12)
The model is sequential-binding in the sense that Ca can only
bind to the negative site after binding to the positive site, and
also in the sense that the Ca in the negative site has to be
released before the Ca in the positive site can be released
from the channel. This model shows the same type of char-
acteristics as the independent-binding model at the channel
level (unpublished results). In the local dynamics, both the
sequential-binding and the independent-binding models can
behave as excitable media and can become oscillatory under
similar circumstances. When the spatial aspect is introduced,
they both have stable traveling wave solutions. The sequen-
tial model is better suited for theoretical analysis, since
the system has fewer variables. With simplifications, the
sequential-binding model can be reduced to only two equa-
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tions, and one can prove the existence of traveling wave
solutions (unpublished result). The independent-binding
model involves one more variable than the sequential-
binding model to account for the additional channel state
RC-. It also matches the model proposed by Fabiato (1992).
Relation to previous models
There is extensive literature on mathematical models of Ca
dynamics (Keizer, 1993). Roughly, these papers can be di-
vided into three categories depending on the type of Ca chan-
nels involved: 1) those with IP3-sensitive Ca channels (IP3R)
only (De Young and Keizer, 1992; Othmer and Tang, 1993);
2) those with ryanodine-sensitive Ca channels only (Stem
et al., 1988); Wong et al., 1992); and those involving both
types of channels (Goldbeter et al., 1990; Dupont et al.,
1991). We will discuss only those in the above categories that
are relevant to the models presented here.
De Young and Keizer (1992) first proposed a mathemati-
cal model based on the dynamics of IP3R. In this model, it
is proposed that the IP3Rs are regulated by cytoplasmic Ca
both positively and negatively, similar to the model proposed
by Fabiato (1992). In addition, there is an additional IP3-
regulatory site that up-regulates the channel conductivity
upon IP3 binding. The binding of different regulatory factors
(Ca and IP3) to the channel is assumed to be state dependent.
Othmer and Tang (1993) later proposed a model with simpler
channel kinetics, in which the binding of regulatory factors
is assumed to be sequential. The mathematical merit of this
model is that it contains fewer variables and hence is more
amenable to analysis. Which of these two models better rep-
resents reality has to be determined by further experimental
studies on the channel complex.
Biochemically, the similarity between RyR and IP3R is
very striking. They both have a similar fourfold pinwheel
shape. Ca has both positive and negative regulatory effects
on these channels (Bezprozvanny et al., 1991). The coop-
erativity of channel opening found in both of these two types
is further evidence supporting their functional similarity.
This similarity is the basis for developing models for RyR
similar to those for IP3R. The state dependent and sequential
models for RyR developed here correspond to the state
dependent binding model and sequential model for IP3R in
De Young and Keizer (1992) and Othmer and Tang (1993).
Understanding Ca dynamics in cardiac myocytes is im-
portant for a variety of reasons, and there have been previous
models developed for this purpose. A mathematical model
for CICR in cardiac cells that did not use the channel kinetics
proposed by Fabiato (1992) was developed by Wong et al.
(1992). These authors used a Hodgkin-Huxley type of chan-
nel kinetics with the gating mechanism determined by cy-
toplasmic Ca. In the model, the RyR channel kinetics in-
volves the faster activation and slow inhibition through the
gating event. The model can simulate experimental data of
skinned cardiac muscle preparations, as well as the whole-
cell preparations. Since the model proposed in Wong et al.
models presented here, it is hard to compare them directly.
Li and Rinzel (1994) have shown recently that the channel
kinetics in the De Young-Keizer model can be reduced to a
Hodgkin-Huxley form. It is conceivable that the same ar-
gument may be applied to the models presented here, in
which case a more direct comparison can be made with the
model in Wong et al. (1992).
Stern (1992) has also developed a class of Ca dynamics
models for cardiac myocytes. Although each model can
simulate a specific event in cardiac myocytes, no single
model can satisfactorily explain all the aspects of Ca dy-
namics in cardiac myocytes. The essential difficulty is to
account for the graded Ca releases from SR in response to
graded Ca stimuli. Based on the assumption that Ca release
is a linear function of the Ca stimulus, Stem shows that no
common-pool model (see Stern (1992) for the definition) can
account for the graded Ca release from the SR. The linearity
assumption is based on the experimental observations on Ca
channels incorporated into lipid bilayers (Rousseau and
Meissner, 1989; Ashley and Williams, 1990). These results
are inconsistent with the fact that high cytoplasmic Ca has
an inhibitory effect on the open channels in skinned muscle
preparations (Fabiato, 1985, 1992). One possible explanation
is that the experimental manipulations involved in isolating
and incorporating Ca channels in a bilayer may affect their
behavior. Another possibility is that certain cytoplasmic fac-
tors must be present for the inhibitory effect of Ca on RyR
to be manifested.
Although the models proposed in this paper fall into the
category of "common-pool" models, the relationship be-
tween the stimulus Ca and Ca release from the SR is defi-
nitely nonlinear. Hence the linear analysis for the models in
Stem (1992) is not applicable in this case. In addition, our
model shows graded Ca release from the SR in response to
pulse Ca stimuli. This graded Ca release is coupled to the
threshold effect of an excitable medium. There is a quasi-
linear relationship between triggering Ca and the resulting Ca
concentration below or above the threshold. Around the
threshold value small changes in the amplitudes of the stimu-
lus are capable of producing very large differences in re-
sponse. The threshold effect corresponds to the onset of a
region of rapid increase in the triggered Ca release curve as
a function of depolarizing signal (between -40 and -10
mV) (Cannell et al., 1987; Beuckelmann and Wier, 1988).
There are other models that are not primarily designed for
modeling CICR but they include CICR as an ingredient; such
models include the collection of models proposed by
Harrison et al. (1992) and Goldbeter et al. (Dupont et al.,
1991; Goldbeter et al., 1990). The modeling of the channel
kinetics in all these models is of the quasi-steady Michaelis-
Menton type. Although the expression accounts for the fact
that the cytosolic Ca concentration has a positive effect on
the Ca release, it does not account for the negative effect of
high Ca concentrations on the Ca release. Most importantly,
it does not incorporate the different time course of channel
(1992) involves many more compartments than the simple
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kinetics in response to cytoplasmic Ca changes.
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